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Introduction

The global financial system faces structural risks from the worsening impacts of climate change and the various policy responses to it. As jurisdictions like the European Union (EU) and California seek to address these risks, they face significant questions about what actions will be necessary and how financial regulators and industry members across the globe will need to coordinate decision-making and resource-sharing.

To address these concerns, UC Berkeley School of Law’s Center for Law, Energy & the Environment (CLEE) hosted experts and leaders in sustainable finance from California and the EU in May 2019 for a conference to discuss climate-related financial risks and key regulatory developments in the US and Europe. These include the EU Sustainable Finance Action Plan and Green Taxonomy efforts that seek to drive sustainable investment through innovative regulatory incentives and US industry partnership in implementing new disclosure and accounting standards. This brief highlights the key insights delivered at the conference.

European Leadership

The European Commission’s Action Plan on Financing Sustainable Growth is a pioneering effort to drive global capital markets toward achieving the goals of the 2015 Paris Accord. Europe is responsible for meeting approximately one-third of the global need for an additional $1 trillion annually in clean energy investments—a significant number in relation to public finance, but a modest one compared to the capacity of private capital markets. As a result, the Action Plan attempts to direct public expenditures toward sustainable investments while creating incentives for private markets to provide the bulk of the necessary capital. These incentives are based on:

- Disclosure of the market risks and opportunities posed by climate change;
- Benchmarks to track progress both toward and beyond the Paris goals; and
- A “green taxonomy” that classifies economic activities by their environmental impacts to identify sustainable investment opportunities.

Despite its economic power, Europe represents only 11 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions. It is not only essential for policymakers and regulators to leverage private capital to meet sustainability
goals—they must also socialize these incentives throughout global capital markets. The European Union took a significant step in this direction in June 2019 by releasing a draft taxonomy (open for stakeholder comment through September 2019) focused on climate change mitigation and adaptation, sustainable water use, waste prevention, pollution prevention, and ecosystem protection.

**California Leadership**

With the vacuum of leadership at the federal level, California is advancing its climate leadership position by scaling up its ambition as part of the global investment community. California’s state employees’ and teachers’ pension funds (CalPERS and CalSTRS) are the two largest pension funds in the nation, with a combined portfolio of over $500 billion in assets. This size has the ability to help shape sustainable investment policy, and the fund boards’ advocacy has helped lead 96 percent of fund managers to adopt investment sustainability strategies. Key focal points for ongoing leadership include:

- Supporting carbon pricing mechanisms that do not exacerbate economic inequality;
- Maximizing the sustainability potential of direct investment in real estate and private equity; and
- Balancing climate goals with a focus on creating long-term value in the fiduciary role.

Further aligning California’s financial policies with its climate policies will require state leaders to better understand the risks that companies face from climate change and to increasingly engage with partners across the globe. California has made a lot of progress, but much work remains.

**Promoting Long-Term Sustainability in Global Capital Markets**

The ability of global markets to adapt to a changing climate and a carbon-constrained economy will rely on a complex web of institutions, including market intelligence providers to assess risk; independent accounting boards to standardize disclosure; investor networks to advocate for corporate sustainability; and asset managers and asset owners to move capital away from carbon-based investments. To successfully address the transition risks (and take advantage of the market
opportunities) of climate change, industry and policy leaders will need to take a range of actions such as:

- Universal implementation of disclosure standards for climate-related risks in the areas of corporate governance, strategy, risk management, and progress measurement, developed by the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD);
- Universal adoption of accounting and reporting standards for environmental, social, and governance (ESG) and climate risks by corporations, such as those developed by the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB);
- Increased dedication of investment analysts, asset owners, and asset managers to incorporating ESG considerations in their investment decisions; and
- Regulatory leadership and enforcement to ensure companies both meet these disclosure standards and do so on a level playing field.

If capital markets fail to respond to climate risk, policy makers will need to institute more direct policy measures. And the longer the delay in reducing greenhouse gas emissions, the more draconian the inevitable policy response. At the same time, policy makers and other stakeholders will have to work to minimize the pain of transition and ensure that burdens are shared equitably, while helping all communities share in the opportunities that will arise.

“What does a two-degree policy framework look like? Long-term GHG emission reduction targets, phasing out fossil fuel subsidies, phasing out thermal coal—these aren’t just climate policies, they’re financial policies. They create signals for how investors should invest.”

- MORGAN LAMANNA, SENIOR MANAGER, INVESTOR ENGAGEMENT - CLIMATE ACTION 100+, CERES

“Disclosure of climate risk is not about who has been good or bad; it’s about how you will fare financially in a world shaped by climate change. Regulatory and market changes needed to reduce emissions, as well as physical risks like storms, flood, and displacement will all cost money, and we will need more services and financial products to prepare for that. How will corporations handle this?”

- EMILIE MAZZACURATI, FOUNDER AND CEO, FOUR TWENTY SEVEN

“ESG standards are all about long-term value creation. Sound sustainability and ESG practices lower the cost of capital and improve operational performance. Standardizing and sharing information on these measures is essential.”

- ROBERT HIRTH, CO-VICE CHAIR, SUSTAINABILITY ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD

“Investors need to focus on what can be done now: left-tail actions with low risks today that can minimize climate exposure, and right-tail actions that are affordable today and have potential to greatly increase value under carbon constraints.”

- JOHN GOLDSTEIN, MANAGING DIRECTOR, GOLDMAN SACHS ASSET MANAGEMENT
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